Mourning and healing together[1]

Keep your finances flexible with CU’s voluntary retirement savings plans[2]

Regents approve revisions to two academic policies[3]

The Board of Regents on Feb. 8 approved revisions to the following policies:
Policy 3.I: Compensation for Administrative Officers Returning to Any Faculty Positions Policy 5.E.2: Dismissal for Cause Procedures.
For a more detailed summary of the changes provided in the policy justifications, go to https://www.cu.edu/regents/rlpreview#tabs-2[4].

State leaders announce details of bipartisan legislation to accelerate Colorado’s thriving quantum ecosystem, build on CU Boulder’s quantum legacy[5]

Office gets new name: Office for Public and Community-Engaged Scholarship[6]

Dreamers scholarship helps student complete her degree at CU Denver[7]

Quantum leap: CU Anschutz set to pioneer advancements in medicine[8]

Caballero to co-host Fauré Centennial Festival[9]

Parthasarathy a featured expert at 5280 Thought Forum[10]

Colwell’s latest book studies our relationship to things[11]
CU Boulder students complete instrument for NASA mission

FDA approves first treatment for severe frostbite

UCHealth unveils second Mobile Stroke Treatment Unit to serve Colorado Springs
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